As carbon fiber reinforced polymer composites (CFRPs) are multifunctional materials in which the damage is coupled with the change in material electrical resistance, the use of electrical conductivity monitoring can provide real-time information concerning the damage state through examining the change in resistance/electric potential. It has been shown that, in some recent work, resistance measurement allows the monitoring of the in-situ evolution of various internal damage nucleation and growth phenomena such as fiber fractures, interply matrix cracks and interply delamination. However, one of the common difficulties in measuring the small changes of electrical signals due to failures in the CFRPs is the contamination of extraneous noises during the detection process.
Introduction
Carbon fiber reinforced polymer composites (CFRPs) are manufactured by mixing carbon fibers and plastic resin under certain prescribed conditions for a variety of applications. These materials are distinguished by their high strength and rigidity, high resistances to impact and corrosion, low density, excellent damping properties, and modifiable thermal expansion to complement complex characteristics profile. Based on their excellent mechanical properties, CFRP materials have been widely used for critical components and structures, such as aircraft fuselage and wing structures, helicopter rotors, wind turbine blades, road and marine vehicle body structures, and large civil infrastructures. With the remarkable reduction in weight and extensive increase in strength, the use of CFRPs can provide significant improvements in the efficiency and durability of vehicle components and structural facilities than those using traditional metallic materials.
Under complex environments and loading states, damage of CFRPs in the form of penetration, delamination and/or transverse cracking may occur in these materials during service. Without adequate precautions and health managements, these damages can sometimes lead to catastrophic loss. As an example, the new Boeing 787 structural composition contains over 50% of CFRPs in the fuselage and wing structures. As a result, the consequence from a bird strike can result in an extensive threat for the integrity of the aircraft when a hole shaped damage is initiated within the composite structure. As to ensure the safety and reliability of CFRPs during their lifetime without disassembling the structure, non-destructive evaluation (NDE) has become one of the critical issues in the successful application of CFRPs. Currently NDE has been used as a primary tool for structural damage detection/health monitoring and the prediction of the remaining service life of the CFRP components. Some of the structural damage detection procedures have been further applied to provide life extension control or damage mitigation of critical structural components for operational safety and mission accomplishments. At present, there are various NDE methods that can be used for the assessment of the damage state. Most conventional NDE techniques such as ultrasonic C-scan (Kacmarek & Maison, 1994 ), x-ray (Trappe & Harbich, 2006) , thermography (Bai & Wong, 2001 ) and eddy current (Mook et al., 2001) are not on-line based detection techniques, and they usually require the targeted component to be taken out of service for a prolonged period of time for post-damage inspection and assessment. Other techniques, such as piezoelectric sensor (Wang & Chung, 1998) , optical fiber (Takeda et al., 2002) , can be used for real-time on-line health monitoring of CFRP structures but they all require the attachment of external sensors or additional inputs in CFRPs.
The development of a self-sensing damage detection procedure in CFRPs is based on the electrical conductive properties of the carbon fibers. As CFRPs are multifunctional materials in which the damages are coupled with the change in material electrical resistances, the use of electrical conductivity monitoring can provide real-time information concerning the damage state through the change in resistance/electric potential. The uniqueness of this resistivity technique lies in its capability of in-situ self-sensing of damage criticality of composite materials without any additional sensors to be embedded within composites. Currently, experimental work has been conducted relying on the direct monitoring of the electrical conductive characteristics of carbon fibers for damage detection in CFRPs. It has been shown that, in some recent work, resistance measurement allows the monitoring of the in-situ evolution of various internal damage nucleation and growth phenomena such as fiber fractures, interply matrix cracks and interply delamination (Wang & Chung, 2001 . Characteristics of changes in electrical resistance of carbon fiber composite damages have been established by a number of experimental studies in the last decade (Wong & Chung, 1998; Schulte & Baron, 1989) .
One of the common difficulties in measuring small changes of electrical signals due to failures in the carbon fibers is the contamination of induced noises due to machinery operation or electrical field in the neighboring environment. This inaccuracy of the damage detection due to noise contamination can be significantly amplified during field operation where noisy operating environment is a typical problem. In this paper, signal analysis procedures are applied to minimize or eliminate the contaminated noise during the damage detection process, as to maximize the accuracy of the damage monitoring/detection process. In addition to the traditional time signal averaging technique, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is applied to analyze signals in frequency domain. With the input signal furnished at a constant sine wave form, the output signal can be filtered at the narrow band near the input frequency to eliminate the unwanted noises. Using this frequency filtering technique, a significant improvement in accuracy can be achieved by eliminating the extraneous noises created at other frequencies in the acquired signal. However, based on numerical experiments, the authors have found that the frequency filtering techniques have two shortcomings; namely, (i) the frequency filtering process will retain data inaccuracy when extraneous noises are near the neighborhood of the input frequency, and (ii) the frequency filtering process is incapable to provide an accurate measurement of the magnitudes of the electrical signals when noise components are significantly higher than the original input signal. To overcome this drawback, the use of a joint time-frequency technique with wavelet transforms has been introduced (Walker, 2008) . As a joint time-frequency signal analysis tool, the wavelet transforms offer simultaneous interpretation of the signal in both time and frequency domains which results in signal filtering effects in both time and frequency dimensions. The detection process is carried out by input an electrical signal based on a single wavelet and the instantaneous output will undergo a wavelet transform to determine the ratio between the output and input wavelets.
Experimental results by the authors have shown significant improvement in accuracy when using the wavelets that the traditional FFT and the time averaging techniques.
The major objective of this paper is to demonstrate the success in using wavelet transform based noise reduction for accurate measurement of electrical signals due to material damages in CFRPs. The developed experimental system will conduct the studies of the relationships between the input electrical signals and simultaneously acquired of the electrical signal responses. The work conducted in this paper applies the time averaging, the FFT filtering, and both the continuous and discrete wavelet transform technologies in reducing the extraneous noises as well as enhancing the electrical signals for damage detection in CFRPs. Results are compared to indicate the accuracy as well as error involved in using the time averaging, FFT, and wavelet transform approaches with low and high noise levels of contaminations.
Signal Analysis Procedures
Signal analysis methods have been applied in material damage detection for many years (Doyle & Fernando, 1998; Whelan, 1999; Yan & Yam, 2002) . The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is one of the most widely used signal analysis methods and is a perfect tool to extract the frequency information. Due to its signal averaging characteristics, when the signals have oscillating features in the time domain, the FFT procedure will not be capable to pinpoint the accurate occurring location and its amplitude. To overcome this drawback, there are currently a number of time-frequency methods, such as the short time Fourier transform (STFT), Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) (Claasen et al., 1980) , Choi-Williams distribution (CWD) (Choi & Williams, 1989) and both the discrete and the continuous wavelet transform (DWT & CWT) can be applied. Among these methods, CWT is the most favored because it has less cross-talk terms between the main frequencies as those observed in WVD and CWD. Also window of variable width can be employed in the CWT, which offers a more flexible way to observe simultaneously time and local spectral information than the STFT. Unlike Fourier analysis, which is often limited to sinusoid-based feature, wavelet methods have various wavelet functions. According to different morphological signals, a suitable wavelet function can be selected. The discrete wavelet transforms (DWT) adopt the digital filtering techniques to obtain the time-frequency representation and is widely used in signal compression and de-noising. In this section, the fundamental concept of wavelets will be presented followed by some comparisons of results from both continuous and discrete wavelet transforms.
Wavelet transforms basically have two distinct classes (Walker, 2008; Abbate et al., 2002) : continuous wavelet transforms (CWT) and discrete wavelet transforms (DWT).
The definition of CWT is,
Where (t) is the complex conjugate of the analyzing wavelet function (t) (mother wavelet), x(t) is a continuous time signal, a is the scaling parameter (corresponding to frequency), b is the shifting parameter (corresponding to time), and W(a,b) is a set of coefficients that is mapped by scaling parameter and shifting parameter. CWT is the sum over all time of the signal multiplied by scaled, shifted versions of the wavelet. The basic process starts with selection of the mother wavelet and compared to a section at the beginning of the original signal. The mother wavelet determines the characteristics of the resulting CWT in order to produce an effective wavelet transform, an appropriate mother wavelet has to be chosen. Generally speaking, the good choice of mother wavelet is the one with a similar shape to the original signal. The closer the similarity is, the more significant the coefficients obtained.
As to demonstrate the use of the wavelet transform, the CWT of a constant sine wave shown in Figure 1 (a) and its resulting 3D time-frequency scalogram using the Mexican Hat wavelet is shown in Figure 1(b) . The CWT scalogram shows a very even frequency component designated by the vertical axis and occurrence time by the horizontal axis as time progresses. Figure 2(a) shows the same sine wave with an additional pulse at the middle of the time period which leads to a spike from coefficients change at CWT time-frequency scalogram at the time location as shown in Figure 2(b) . In order to demonstrate the proper selection of a mother wavelet based on morphological characterization, the signal with a mother wavelet in shape is calculated in the CWT using a similar shape wavelet function. A time function similar to the Morlet wavelet is created in Figure 3(a) , and the CWT time-scaling scalogram using the Morlet wavelet is shown in Figure 3 
Experimental Procedures

Self-sensing Electric Resistance and Potential Measurement
The electrical resistance measurement method has been widely employed for damage sensing and the four-probe method are commonly used in electrical resistance measurement for self-sensing in carbon fiber polymer-matrix composites. Although, the two-probe method shown in Figure 8 (a) uses two electrical contacts which serve both current and voltage measurements is simpler but its sensitivity to the quality of the electrical contacts often makes it undesirable. In the four-probe method as shown in Figure 8(b) , the outer two contacts are for the applied current while the inner twos are for voltage measurement. By using four contacts, the resistance of voltage contacts is not included in the resistance between the voltage contacts. Wang and Chung (Wang et al., 2006) have shown that the four-probe method is more sensitive and accurate than the conventional two-probe method in sensing impact damage in CFRPs. As an extension of the four-probe method, the multi-probe electric potential method as shown in Figure 8 (c), has higher reliability for measurements of slight electric resistance changes in composite materials (Todoroki et al., 2003) . In this work, the damage of the CFRP can be detected by measuring changes in the electric potential field on the surface. The current path is modified because of the fiber breakage and delamination, which results in changes around the damage zone (Angelidis & Iriving, 2007) . In this method, two current electrodes and several voltage electrodes are attached on the surface of the specimen to adopt a four-probe method. 
Experimental Set-up
The wavelet transform has been applied for damage detection in CFRPs by using Lamb wave (Leavey et al., 2003; Yan et al., 2005) has been adopted for the electrical signal measurement in this research. The signal generation function provides the wavelet form signals, which results in more accurate analysis in further wavelet transform application. In this section, the experimental set-up and procedure are presented followed by the description of the test procedure.
Material Preparation
The specimen is carbon fiber reinforced epoxy polymer with a size of 2.83*2.83*0.02 in. picture of the specimen. The surface of this CFRP sample was sanded first for the purpose of connecting carbon fibers with the electrodes well. Tiny holes were drilled at specific locations of the sheet to produce the appropriate electrodes. Silver Conductive Epoxy was deposited in all the holes with connecting wires as shown in Figure 9 (b). This silver conductive epoxy is a mixer of pure silver epoxy adhesive, which provides a good combination of the adhesive properties of epoxy with the electrical properties of the silver. Even though the resistance of the silver conductive epoxy is low, it still has measurable influences on the resistances of the CFRP.
Figure 9. (a) CFRP sheet; (b) CFRP sheet with electrodes
There were 24 electrodes being used in this experiment. Eight of them were used for electrical generation, which connects to the Analog Output (AO) channels as red dots in Figure 10 . The rest were connected to the Analog Input (AI) channels for the electrical signal acquisition, which are shown as blue dots in Figure 10 . All the electrodes are named with numbers shown as the Figure 10 which is used throughout this work. Figure 11 . A National Instrument data acquisition system, which is accompanied with LabVIEW, assembles both Analog-to-Digital (A/D) and Digital-to-Analog (D/A) functions. Based on this application, the combined operating system including both A/D and D/A has been created to input a variety of input signal function, namely the constant DC, sinusoid, and wavelet waveform signals.
AO channels serve as D/A convertor for generating the electrical signals to the CFRP sheet through the 8 input locations marked in red dots in Figure 11 . These 8 locations paired up into 2-12, 4-10, 6-16, and 8-14. For instance, 2-12 is chosen to be the input location, and the electrical signal is applied between 2 and 12. All 16 locations marked in blue dots are connected to AI single ended channels, and the electrical response signal is collected. Since either point 2 or point 12 is grounded, making a switch of these two input locations provides another set of response signals. The same procedure is repeated for the other pairs of input locations; they are 4-10, 6-16, and 8-14. There are 8 total sets of input combination. The purpose of multiple inputs is to locate the existing damage. The collected signals from 16 AI channels are varied because of different electrical input locations. The closer AI channels are to the input locations, the more sensitive response signals will be produced. Holes were introduced in the undamaged sheet in order to detect the damage. Figure 11 . Experimental set-up schematic
Discussions of Results
Small Random Noise Effect
The noise with equal or smaller amplitude than the original signal is regarded as a small noise in this paper. For DC case, the original data used is a 0.03 V continuous signal. The random noise with the amplitude range of ±0.03 V is applied to influence the signal as shown in Figure 12 (a). The noise effects can be reduced by averaging the data with an error to original signal of around 1%. However, since the random noise is unpredictable, the average of the signal can produce a large error. The same noise is used in the sine signal, too. The original sine signal is 200 Hz with 0.03 V of peak amplitude as shown in Figure 12 In applying the CWT approach, the original wavelet signal of db10 in shape with maximum amplitude 0.03 V as shown in Figure 13 (a) with the scalogram shown in Figure 13 (b) with color scales of 1 to 500. The wavelet db10 is chosen for this transform, in order to obtain the high coefficients, high similarities, for the input time signal. The wavelet signal with small random noise and its wavelet coefficients are given in Figures 13(c) and (d).
The small random noises result in fluctuation, but the high coefficients still can be observed. As the region with high coefficients indicates the important information of the signal, 60% of the maximum coefficients were selected as the standard section to avoid the noise affected coefficients at the other sections. The wavelet coefficients are collected at the same standard section for the signal with noise. During this procedure, all values outside of the standard section have been filtered out, and only those significant coefficients are left. The scalograms are given in the Figures 14(a) and (b) for signals without and with random noise. These two scalograms present the percentage of the energy for each wavelet coefficient, which is also given the visualized denoising results. The error is found as 0.17%. It is hard to see the difference between these two scalograms since the random noise is too small to make tremendous influence. But this brings an idea that comparing the CWT coefficients is capable of observing the noise influence with few errors.
www.ccsen The other wavelet transform, DWT, offers the denoising technique of decomposing data into many levels and reconstructing the data. DWT by db10 is applied in this case. The denoised signal is obtained after 6 levels of decomposition and signal reconstruction. As shown in Figure 15 , the signal with small random noise effect can be denoised and reverted to the similar shape to original signal. The same large random noise is applied to the wavelet form signal. Figure 17(a) indicates the huge influence of random noise to the original signal. It is really hard to tell the original shape of the signal. As the same procedure with small noise case, top 60% of CWT coefficients in magnitude at the standard section were selected and investigated. Comparing the coefficients in the standard section for both signals, the error is 1%, which is much less than the errors in the DC and FFT cases. The scalograms are presented in Figures 17 (b) and (c). The differences between two graphs in Figures 17 (b) and (c) can be observed because of the large random noise effect. DWT is also conducted in the large random noise case. The wavelet db10 as original wavelet signal was selected for DWT. After 6 levels of decomposition, the signal was reconstructed as shown in the denoised signal of Figure 18 . A substantial change in the wave form after denoising is found in the denoised signals after the DWT comparing to the original ones. Based on these results, one may conclude the DWT procedure may not be appropriate when high level noises are contaminated into the acquired signals. For quantification purposes, Table 1 presents the comparisons of errors between the DC averaging, the FFT frequency filtering and the CWT procedures using the Signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) calculated and errors resulted from both small and large noise cases. Noted that, in Table 1 , when low level of noises exist in the acquired signals, the use of CWT will reduce the errors from 1% at the averaging DC measurements to 0.17%. However, when a high level of noise contamination exists, the CWT will reduce the error of 14% from the averaging DC measurement to 1% using the CWT. In the CWT results presented for comparison in Table 1 , the components above the top 60% of the wavelet coefficients with respect to the maximum wavelet amplitude is taken as the threshold standard for creating the joint time-frequency location selection criteria. A parametric study on the errors resulted using various top percentages as selection criteria are given in Table 2 . One may note that the incurred errors can be significantly reduced by using the CWT time-frequency components over the 40% maximum amplitude than those over the 80% maximum amplitude. However, when a lower maximum amplitude criterion is selected, the number of data points will increase tremendously which will, in turn, will significantly increases the computational effort. During this study, the authors have found that a 60% of the maximum amplitude with less than one percent error, even for high noise level, is a good selection. 
Conclusions
This paper demonstrates the wavelet transform application in the noise reduction of the electrical measurement. When a small random noise affects the signal, both FFT and wavelet transforms can filter out the noise in either frequency or time-frequency domain. Even though, FFT and CWT are able to extract the correct signal when noise is small, the DWT is recommended since the signal can be reconstructed and can offer more information to compare to the original signal. The CWT is recommended when the random noise is large. Although it is not able to revert back to the original signal, the coefficient comparison offers valuable information to indicate the damage occurrences. When comparing the signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) for these three types of signals, it has been found that the CWT is far superior in reducing noise when the high level of noises are introduced into the acquired signals. In addition when high level of noises exist in the acquired signals, repeated uses of DWT will result in accumulated errors as shown in the results that the original shapes of the wavelet cannot be reconstructed. Further studies on using the CWT also shown that, when CWT components selected with lower amplitude ratio with the maximum component, significant increases in accuracy can be obtained. However, with the lower amplitude criteria, a much large number of points will be used and the computational effort will increase tremendously and may not be feasible in some cases.
